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Press release, 24 April 2018 

Collector signs agreement with Apoteket 
 
Collector Bank and Apoteket have signed an agreement for payment solutions, 
commencing in 2019. 
 
The agreement encompasses Swedish pharmacy chain Apoteket’s entire invoice flow to consumers in the sales 
channels e-commerce and retail through 394 stores, as well as other remote trading. Apoteket is Sweden’s largest 
pharmacy chain and has annual sales of slightly more than SEK 20 billion. 
 
“During the procurement process, Collector has been strongly committed to designing a comprehensive solution that 
meets Apoteket’s efforts to create simplicity in all channels, both for our customers and for our employees,” says Linda 
Danielsson, Purchasing Manager at Apoteket. 
  
“We feel pride and satisfaction in the confidence that Apoteket has shown in us. The fact that they chose us serves as 
testament that our products and skills maintain a high level of quality. We look forward to helping Apoteket in its future 
development, both in traditional channels and in their e-commerce initiative,” says Liza Nyberg, CEO Collector Bank. 
 
 
 
For further information: 
Liza Nyberg, CEO Collector Bank by telephone on: + 46 73-910 00 00 or by e-mail at: liza.nyberg@collectorbank.se 
Clara Bolinder Lundberg, IR Manager, Collector Bank by telephone on: + 46 73-712 06 94 or by e-mail at: 
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